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Palm Bay, FL 32905, USA
 
Toll Free: 888-381-8222
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   Watch Our YouTube

Custom Vinyl Services
Products Charge

$1.00
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Short Description

Show off your rig with custom designed appliques and other vinyl projects from Performance-PC.com!

Description

Custom Projects Charge: 
Show off your rig with custom designed appliques and other vinyl projects from Performance-PC.coms!

PPCs' killer new appliques are made from high quality vinyl that will give your case that little something extra. These
can be placed anywhere you can think of, assuming there's space for it. Three steps -- Measure, order, install, done.

Accepted file types for laser cutting, laser etching, and vinyl cutting:

We use CorelDRAW X6 in-house, but you may send vector-based files for work if you wish to avoid design fees for us handling the
work for you. As long as you can export or save as one of the following vector-format file types we can possibly use them:

CDR (CorelDRAW)
AI (Adobe Illustrator)
EPS (Adobe Illustrator)
DXF (compatible with AutoCAD version 2011 or earlier -- make sure it's exported as 2D)
DWG (compatible with AutoCAD version 2011 or earlier -- make sure it's exported as 2D)
PDF (although it's a wrapper -- the embedded file needs to be vector-based)

Text should be converted from a font to outlines or curves (often called �breaking apart text to lines or polylines� in CAD or
�converting text to curves� in other programs). Otherwise, if we do not have the font you are using our system will substitute
your font with a different one and it will not yield accurate results for your final product.

Accepted file types for laser etching:

Note that all files need to be at least 300dpi @ the size you wish to have the etch. Raster-based files cannot be "blown up" as you
cannot add pixels to an image already rasterized. An example of this is downloading a small 72dpi image off the internet and
wanting that etched at 200% larger size -- it will not yield acceptable results. We will need to verify the file's integrity and
compatibility before running the job. Your proof will be reasonably accurate to the final results.

Use the below file types for sending files for use:

BMP (designed @ size and @ at least 300dpi)
JPG (designed @ size and @ at least 300dpi)
PSD (designed @ size and @ at least 300dpi)

** For those that cannot supply digital files or those that are not artistically capable, we have in-house design services
available. Contact for details. **

NOTE: For vinyl services, we will need the following information emailed to us:

What you want cut out or etched
Size you're looking for.
Material/color requested.

Vinyl Colors Available:
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***PLEASE*** Do not order this item unless you have already discussed with us the project or custom Mod you want done. Once
we have discussed it and quoted you a price then you may order this item and include the details of the project in the text box
below.

To discuss this and set up your custom project or service you may e-mail us at: mod-proshop@performance-pcs.com
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Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU VIN-CUSTOM

Weight 0.1000

Case Accessory Type Custom Parts


